ou choose the path that's clear,
you will choose free will
—Neil Peart
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Arrest suspends neighborhood violence
Samuel Rhodes, a 26 year-old
male, was arrested Wednesday, Oct.
25 and held on robbery, kidnapping,
and assault charges. Police are hoping that the recently publicized crime
sprees in the North End of Tacoma
will end with his arrest.
Rhodes had been released from
prison in June and police had him
under surveillance for nine days before his arrest. If he is found guilty
of the charges against him, Rhodes
could be sentenced to life in prison
under the "Three Strikes" law.
According to a memo released on
Oct. 25 by Security Services, there
have been four robberies/assaults in
the North End, since Oct. 9. "Nothing has been reported about rapes or
assaults of any sort on campus," said
Rolfe Hanson, Assistant Director of
Security.
Two robberies/assaults occurred
in businesses on Sixth Ave. and one
occurred on North Pearl St. where,
according to a Security memo, a

male held up a store, pushed a clerk
into a bad( room, attempted to disrobe her and was scared off by a
store employee.
A fourth assault occurred on N.
27th in an alley between Puget
Sound and Union. According to a
source near the incident, a woman
was badly beaten while walking her
dog. A male suspect was hiding behind a hedge at the end of an alley.
The woman received a severe concussion, broken wrist, and cuts and
bruises. The women was heard
screaming around 7:00 a.m. and a
neighbor called 911.
According to Hanson, there have
been no new incidents since the
Tacoma News Tribune's article
about the arrest of Rhodes Thursday,
Oct 26. There have also been no
incidents of any kind reported by the
Tacoma Police Department or students.
Security asks that the campus
community take precautions with the
STUDENTS RALLY for sexual awareness in Marshall Hall. At a Greek Week
decrease in daylight hours.

sponsored function, all students were invited to listen to speakers who aimed to
educate them about the dangers in the community.

Songfest on tap as
Greek Week continues
Missing: 1, K,
B, E N and a lot
more Greek letters.
Found: during the
week of Oct. 30-Nov.
5 on campus and in
the surrounding
Tacoma community.
,

On Sat., Nov. 4, is the float procession at 12:30 p.m. in the Jones
Circle, which will be followed by the
Homecoming game against
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Greek Week, a week-long series
of activities and community service
projects that promote Greek visibility on and off campus, continues
tomorrow, with Songfest at 7:00
p.m. on Fri., Nov. 3 in the
Fieldhouse, followed by the '80s
dance at 10:00 p.m. at Club Rendezvous.
"It's a big thing for Greeks to
show unity, in just taking pride
in being Greek," said Kim
Albee, Programs Chair for
Panhellenic.
Because Greek Week and Homecoming are coinciding this year,
points will be given at the game for
Greek participation. "We thought
we'd encourage them to be involved
with Homecoming," said Albee.
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GREEK from page 1
Whitworth at 1:30 p.m. Sunday,
Nov. 5 concludes Greek Week with
a pancake feed from 11:00 a.m. to
1:00 p.m. in the Rotunda, and the
announcement of Greek Week winners at noon.
"Greek Week helps to get the
Greeks more visible," said Abby
Knight, a Pi Beta Phi. "We've just
been wearing our letters all week.
. . It helps to show how together
the houses are." A few activities
that the houses have participated
in are carving pumpkins for the
Mary Bridge Children's Hospital
and Health Center and putting on
a carnival at Bryant Elementary
on Halloween.
Greek Week not only allows for
greater visibility through activities
such as community service, but it
encourages the houses themselves to
be more involved. Greek Week is

"for Greeks to get together," said
Angela Valenti, a Kappa Alpha
Theta. "It's a competition, but it
helps us to do more."
The Theta sorority co-sponsored
a blood drive with Cascade Regional
Services on Halloween and again on
Thurs., Oct. 2, as part of a "friendly"
competition with Pacific Lutheran
University. "I really like that we're
involved [in the blood drive]," said
Valenti. "It's not just fun and games,
it's something that's really important."
Other Greek Week activities that
occurred earlier this week include:
wear a Greek t-shirt day and a Pi
Beta Phi sponsored Sexual Assault
Crisis Center speaker on Mon., Oct.
30, and a wear one's letters day on
Wed., Nov. 1.
"It [Greek Week] will be a continued event next year," said Albee.

so u NPll

"Did you fill out
the residential
life survey?
Why or why
not?"

October: 24-Oct 31

Diversity forum attracts alumni of color

Oct. 26 06.38 p.m.
A student reported her unattended backpack and wallet were taken
from a classroom in McIntyre hall.

BY DAWN LE
,..4t411 Writer

Oct. 26 8:59 p.m.
Security observed a vehicle being driven recklessly on campus. The
vehicle is registered to a student.

Oct. 27 ' 10:00 p.m.
Plant Deparment staff reported two light fixtures in Baker Stadium
were severely vandalized.

Oct. 27 ga 7:21 p.m.
The resident assistant at the Langlow house reported several
expensive outdoor wicker chairs missing from their porch.

Oct. 28 8:00 am.
While performing a routine safety inspection, a Security staff
member discovered a fire hose missing from the basement of University Hall.

NOTE: A Security information release was distributed on
Wed., Oct. 25. This release described four apparently related
robbery/assaults occurring in the North End of Tacoma
during the month of October.

Homecoming is an opportunity
for past alumnus to return to campus to reminisce over old memories
and to meet current students who
have inherited their alma mater. For
a while now, diversity and
multiculturalism has been an issue
on this campus.
To alleviate some of that tension,
the Multicultural House and the
Alumni Relations Office have joined
up to host a forum for alumnus of
color on Saturday, Nov. 4, at 4:00
p.m. after the football game.
The meeting will be held at the

E
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presented. Ford is a recently retired
professor from the University of
Puget Sound; the Endowment Fund
is used as scholarships to retain African-American students at the University.
Also at the forum, students will
get the opportunity to speak to alumnus and discuss certain issues about
schools, careers, and to make contracts for future references.
They always say to listen to elders and perhaps on Saturday, students can learn some things from our
predecessors to realize why diversity continues to be an issue on this
campus, and to understand the primary reason why we are all here.

campus events
Nov. 2-9, 1995
The Thompson Hall Lecture Series presents Steven Field of
Tarleton State University on Thurs.,
Nov. 2 at 4:00 p.m. in Thompson
124. He will present, "Lodranite and
Acapulcoute meteorites: Not just
your average rocks from space."

ThE TRAM AdVERTISING

Multicultural House.
In spring of 1994, a group of
alumnus of color came together and
contacted the University with the
intention of creating a network to
allow interaction between the alumnus and present students. With aid
from the ABC Coalition, Homecoming of 1994, welcomed 20-25
alumus of color back to campus,
some of them the University has not
seen since they graduated.
Liz Collins, the information Director for the University Relations,
is expecting a larger turnout for the
event this year.
At the forum this Saturday, the
Bob Ford Endowment Fund will be

Health Sciences: important preregistration meetings with Mary
Rose Lamb, Chair/Health Sciences
Advising for students applying to
Health Professional Programs. Juniors and seniors who haven't yet applied, meet Thurs., Nov. 2 at 7:00
p.m. in Thompson 228. Freshmen
and sophomores meet Mon., Nov. 6
at 7:00 p.m. in Thompson 228. Questions, call ext. 3814.
Steven Field speaks on "The origin of symplectites: evidence for

high pressure metamorphism in the
upper mantle," on Fri., Nov. 3 at 4:00
p.m. in the Geology department.
Geoff Proehl lectures about
Twelfth Night on Fri., Nov. 3 at 6:45

p.m. in McIntyre 109. Call 272-6402
to sign up.
Free sports clinic on Nov. 4.
Questions, call Barbara at 927-8350.
What's Up in the Gallery?
Artist'r Talk by Marit Berg on
Mon., iov. 6 at 4:00 p.m. in
Kittredg 111.
The C iunseling, Health and
Wellness Center has all the information you need to learn how ten
minutes a month can save your life.
Celebrate National Breast Cancer
Awareness Month by picking up a
pink ribbon in SUB 216.

IPE roundtable on Wed., Nov. 8,
regarding "In retrospect: Robert
McNamara on the tragedy and lessons of Vietnam," at 4:00 p.m. in
McIntyre 107. David Balaam will
outline and critique McNamara's
work, which explains the errors
made by U.S. civilians and military
officials during the Vietnam War.
Professor Balaam will discuss the
book from a political, economic
viewpoint, looking at the impact the
Vietnam War has had and is likely
to have on the international political economy of the future.
Applications are now available for
the fall of 1996 Master of Arts in
Teaching program. The application
deadline is Mar. 1. Application packets are available in the Office of
Admissions, Jones 115, from 8:00
a.m. to 5:00 p.m. weekdays.
Quesions, call ext. 3211.

News
UPS hosts
Topology
Seminar
The Cascade Topology Seminar
will be held Nov. 4-5 in Thompson
124. It is a bi-annual gathering of
topologists from the Pacific
Northwest and Southwestern
Canada. Speakers include Doug
Bullock from Boise State University presenting, "The Kauffman
bracket skein module and SL_2
(C) representations of pi_1 (M),"
Cameron Gordon from the
University of Texas/Austin
presenting, "Which knot has the
most exceptional surgeries?" Paul
Goerss from the University of
Washington presenting, "Can you
recover a space from its homology?" For more info., contact Elly
Claus-McGahan at ext. 3570 or
email to claus@ups.edu .

Discussion to
halt population
growth
On Sat., Nov. 4, Saint Martin's
College will host a community
forum on the topic of world
population. The forum will feature
internationally-recognized author
Daniel Quinn, best known as the
author of "Ishmael," which was
chosen as the winner of the
$500,000 Turner Tomorrow
Fellowship. The award was
established to encourage authors to
write about creative and positive

71,e14-45
solutions to global problems. The
day-long forum will open with
Quinn's keynote address, and
there will be a book fair and
general and group
discussions. The forum
will take place from 9:30 a.m. to
4:30 p.m. in the college's Norman
Worthington Conference Center
and Saint Martin's Pavilion. The
event is free. Space for discussion
groups is limited and requires preregistration. Additional info. and
registration forms are available by
calling (360) 438-4547.

Bad water
plagues Tacoma
According to a report by the
Washington Public Interest
Research Group (WashPIRG),
262,500 people in Tacoma receive
water where significant levels of
arsenic have been detected in the
drinking water, at levels that pose a
significant risk of cancer. This
report, Trouble on Tap, by the
Natural Resources Defense Council,
Clean Water Action and the U.S.
Public Interest Research Group, is
based on informational surveys
sent to over 300 of the largest
drinking water utilities. The report
was released as the U.S. Senate is
considering amendments to the
Safe Drinking Water Act that
would postpone strengthening
the health standards for arsenic
and raise the allowable levels of
radon to 10 times greater than
that proposed by the EPA.
"Reauthorization of the Safe
Drinking Water Act should
include strong new provisions to
protect the sources of our
drinking water from contamination. . . and ensure the public's
right to know what is in their
drinking water," said Lauren

Siegal, lead organizer for
WashPIRG. WashPIRG is a
nonpartisan, non profit environmental and consumer advocacy
organization.

Interns wanted
in Washington
politics
Washington State Legislature
Internships for juniors and seniors
during the 1996 Legislative
Session in Olympia. Deadline
extended. $1000/month stipend,
full-time; some part time
opportunities. See Ron Albertson,
ACA, ext. 3337, ASAP.

Seattle
University gives
Jesuit education
The new dean of Seattle
University's Undergraduate
Admissions, Michael McKeon,
believes that society benefits
from a Jesuit tradition of education. He believes Seattle
Unversity's Jesuit character will
remain in the face of the declining number of Jesuits on the
campus. "The Jesuit tradition is
focused on each individual
recognizing that he or she is part
of the community," said McKeon.
Seattle University is one of the
nation's 28 Jesuit colleges and
universities.

Students teach
English in
Ecuador
On Sept. 6, 1995, Alison Spencer,

a former UPS student, along with 46
North American volunteers, left for a
year of teaching English in Ecuador
under the auspices of WorldTeach, a
private non-profit organization based
at Harvard University. This program
represents one of the many efforts to
help newly developing countries
maintain their current economic
success while fostering a crosscultural perspective. WorldTeach
recruits North American college
graduates to teach in countries that
ask for assistance, and over 1000
volunteers have served overseas.
Volunteers in Ecuador make a
commitment of one year. During
that year, housing and living
allowance are provided by the host

3

institution or school. Volunteers
pay a fee which covers airfare,
health insurance and training costs

Diversity
committee
surveys alumni
In an effort to solve diversity concerns on campus, the diversity committee has taken to using hindsight.
The committee has begun looking
at the experience of alumni and
whether or not the University has
made gains or fallen behind.

—Jun Kino

Do you feel like you have a voice on campus?
The Residential Life Survey is your chance to voice your
concerns and opinions about such things as:
Should we build new housing on Campus?
Do we have a welcoming campus climate?
How can we improve the housing facilities?
Do students want different dining options?
Is there enough study space on campus?
How can we increase communication with 0 ffcampus students?
Please complete your survey and drop it in campus mail.
then get your free gourmet bagel from the SUB! Each
survey will be individually reviewed, so your response is
important! The survey is confidential-- the label with your
name on it is used only to avoid repeat mailings. All surveys
should be returned by the end of fall term, preferably by
November 20th.

This is your chance to voice your
opinion about residential life on
campus, don't pass it up!

RAPE from page 1
ew places on earth are as spectacular as
Alaska. Why not enjoy all that the
"Greatland" has to offer - while getting an excellent
education. In fact, Barron's recently rated Alaska
Pacific University a Best Buy in college education.

If you're looking for adventures, you can't do better
than Alaska Pacific University. You'll get a great
education in a place that's out of this world.

GO TO COLLEGE...

Call 1-800-252-7528 for more information.

...SOMEWHERE
EXOTIC,
EXCITING
AND MAJESTIC.

ALASKA PACIFIC
UNIVERSITY

4100 University Drive
Anchorage, AK 99508-4672
E-mail: apu@corcom.com
Home page address: www.alaska.neti-apu
Phone: (907) 564-8248 • Fax: (907) 564-8317
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Walk with someone after dark.
Use the fitness center rather than
walk or jog alone
Report any suspicious activity
immediately to Security Services
(ext. 3311)
Share any concerns about safety
with Security Services, the Food and
Safety Committee, a counselor,
trusted friend, or student leader.
Walk and park your vehicle in
lighted areas
Always lock vehicle doors, even
while in the vehicle
Escort services are available
from Security Services on campus
and within a three mile radius of
campus
Copies of Security Information
Releases are made available to Residential Programs any time events
like this occur. Residential Programs
then make the releases available to
RA's, CC's, House Presidents, and
campus departments. It is important
that students who live off-campus be
aware of any Information Releases
posted around campus, as individual
students are not sent releases.

S tress Less
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Pure Plant Treatments for Hair and Scalp

Aveda Stress-Relieving Hair and Scalp Treatment, combined with a

Purer r1} tions hair conditioning treatment, is among the many purely
~

pleasurable services and products offered at our salon. To beautify,
revitalize and enhance your sense of well-being. Pure plant ingredients,
grown without petrochemicals or pesticides. No artificial fragrances. No
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animal testing or ingredients. Coexisting with. nature.
ARONIA01.0(;Y-TILE ART AND SCIENCE
FLOWER AND PLANT ESSENCES

S A IONS

611 South Proctor, Tacoma WA 752-1519
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"Twelfth Night" entertains students, parents

"TWELFTH NIGHT" kept audiences in stitcnes auring Parents weexena, and will continue to play at the Inside Theatre through Nov. 4.

Story by Jason Jakaitis ❖ 'Photos by Tracey 'Kramer
said Macaya. "Shakespeare has a lot of fun with his characters, and we tried to
"Twelfth Night," the first major production of the 1995-1996 Department of
convey that humor to the audience."
Communication and Theatre Arts, entertained hordes of students, parents and
With its constantly drunken characters, comical acts of unrestrained passion,
faculty during Parents' Weekend. It will continue to fill the Inside Theatre with
and actors in drag, "Twelfth Night" consistently shock the Inside Theatre with
boisterous applause until the last show on Saturday, Nov. 4.
uproarious laughter.
Most of the visiting parents were treated to the first "Twelfth Night" showings
At the heart of the commotion was Annie Haser, playing the role of Feste, a
on Friday, Oct. 27 and Saturday, Oct. 28 at 7:30 p.m. The three hour play, di"fool" or jester. Entrenched in the play's drunkenness and open sexuality, Haser
rected by Geoff Proehl and performed by a variety of enthusiastic UPS students,
managed to evoke laughs throughout the
was the highlight of many parents' visits.
production and even stole a few during
"It was fabulous, the best part of the
the intermissions.
visit...next to seeing my son. A very, very
"Twelfth Night" utilized superb acting,
funny production," said the mother of one
a creative set, enUPS student.
gaging costumes
"It was fabulous, the best part of
Freshman Jason
and a touch of faMacaya, who plays
the visit...next to seeing my son.
miliar music (a
the part of Sir AnA very, very funny production."
drunken rendition
drew Aguecheek, beof "Whiskey in a
lieves the play's suc—Mother of UPS Student
Jar" by campus
cess can be attributed
band Pint 0' Guinness) to create a proto Proehl's creative direction.
duction that the cast and visiting parents
"He encouraged us to really develop our
could admire. Most importantly, "Twelfth
characters' personalities and he stressed
Night" was a success with the UPS stuour improvisation. We worked a lot on the
dents.
intricacies, like our dancing and mock
"I thought at first it would suck — three
fighting," said Macaya.
hours with my parents — but when it ended
One of the pleasant surprises that the auI still wanted more," said student Pablo
dience seemed to revel in was the rampant
Valentine. "It was the funniest thing I've
humor that came to life when William
seen all year."
Shakespeare's masterpiece was acted inThe Theatre Department's next producstead of read.
THE COSTUME SHOP provided
tion will be a series of student-directed
THE OPENING of Shakespeare's
"Many students have read the play but
authentic attire for the play.
one-act plays planned for mid-November.
"Twelfth Night" began last week. don't understand a lot of the subtle jokes,"

Do You Want VISA & MasterCard Credit Cards?
Now you can have two of the most recognized and

e

accepted credit cards In the world...Visam and MasterCard®
credit cards... - In your name." EVEN IF YOU ARE NEW IN
CREDIT or HAVE BEEN TURNED DOWN BEFORE!

VISA® and MasterCard!' the credit cards you
deserve and need for— ID — BOOKS—DEPARTMENT
STORES—TUITION—ENTERTAINM ENT—
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Bowie record, Fugazi
show defy expectations
David Bowie — Outside
Fugazi: Live at DV8
BY TED SPAS
14114tic Reviewer

A few weeks ago I declared in
print that David Bowie was a
wanker. Well, he's still a wanker
(that sort of thing is hard to shake
off) but if he can continue to produce work as captivating and tough
as his new album, he might be able
to redeem himself.
Bowie has returned to his artproject roots for Outside; firing off
his first concept album in a good
long while. The major problem with
concept albums is that if the concept
isn't the most completely brilliant
thing anyone 's ever come up with,
the album isn't going to work. Outside isn't as brilliant as all that, but
it comes awful damn close. Bowie
has crafted an enthralling tale that
combines art, murder, and sex into a
surreal detective story. The first part
of the narrative is contained in the
slickly-produced book that comes
with the album.
Musically, Bowie has managed to
maintain his art-pop aesthetic while
injecting a pulsing sense of darkness
and grime. Songs such as the debut
single "The Heart's Filthy Lesson"
and the driving "Hallo Spaceboy"
pound along with a convincing
amount of deviant fury, while "A
Small Plot of Land" moves from an
avant-jazz feel into a scary pulsing
climax. Throughout, Bowie's "I'm
an Odd Boy" delivery provides a
glam-rock anchor for all the kids to
nod their pointy heads to.
Though the album's premise
wears thin in parts, the overall solidity of the songwriting and the horror movie charm of the story keep
ON
o-■ the listener interested. Scarier than
1.--1
- Oasis, friendlier than Coil... looks
N., like the Thin White Duke has a hit
a.)
..rD on his well-manicured hands.
E Oh, and Bowie gets bonus points
v
>
0 for giving me such a neat little book
Z to read while listening to his record
for the first time. That's always appreciated.
The Grade: B+ for Bowie plus
some good ideas.

i

On an almost completely unrelated note, I went to see Fugazi at
DV8 in Seattle. Though the oh-sotrendy setting was less than ideal for
viewing the legends of one's youth,
Fug azi 's performance made the
evening an absolute success.
Team Dresch opened the show
with some slightly skewed punk
rock action, pounding out a solid set
worth of girl-positive anthems. Despite their harsh attack, Team Dresch
were also quite capable of throwing
out a few quality pop hooks when
the mood struck them. They battered
their instruments around fiercely,
thanked Fugazi for letting them open
the show, and then they nipped offstage without once having overstayed their welcome.
Dispensing with the usual dramatic dimming of the lights, Fug4i
simply strode onstage, plugged in
their instruments and said, "Hi."
Singer/Guitarist/Living Legend Ian
MacKaye neatly dealt with the
obligatory "Play some Minor
Threat" bonehead before the band
leaped into "Do You Like Me." For
the rest of the evening Fugazi played
with a drive and passion rarely seen
anywhere, ever.

Fugazi simply strode
onstage, plugged in their
instruments and said,
"Hi." Singer/Guitarist/
Legend Ian MacKaye
neatly dealt with the
obligatory "Play some
Minor Threat" bonehead
before the band leaped
into "Do You Like Me."
The intensity of a Fugazi live performance is almost unbelievable. Ian
MacKaye and Guy Picciotto bark
out their vocals like madmen, hammering forcefully on their guitars all
the while. Brendan Canty and Joe
Lally (drums and bass, respectively)
lurk in the background, their precise
rhythms allowing Ian and Guy to
leap wildly about without fear of
losing track of the songs. The power
of their up-tempo songs is increased
by the immediacy of live performance. Even their slower songs
seem to burn with an inner fury.
Fugazi were charming, stern, and
utterly entertaining. See 'em live, see
'em live, see 'em live.
The Grade: The biggest A possible.

MISSION

Nov. 4, 1995 at 8 p.m.
UPS Fieldhouse, Tacoma
t

$6 w/ UPS ID, $9 General
info Center(206)736-3119 or Ticketmaster
Under 16 not admitted
No lines before 6 p.m. Doors open at 7 p.m.

with special guests:

Sweet 75

Xt.vicRfiri
Oct. 20 - Nov. 22

presented by MicrcAstoit

7
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5November- ASUPS Campus
Films celebrates Homecoming
Weekend with Back to the Future ,
Sixteen Candles, and The Goonies.
On and only on Sunday, the 80's
Film Fest, all three will be shown.
Showtimes are Sun. BTTF@1:00,
SC@3:00 & 5:00, TG@7:00 & 9:00
p.m. For each movie $1 w/ UPS
i.d., $2 w/out.
7 November The Honors Film
Series hosts a season of films by
Australian directors. Strictly
Ballroom, directed by Peter Weir,
will be showing at 7:00 p.m. in
McIntyre.

Monday through Friday, 10:00 a.m.
to 4:00 p.m., and Sunday 1:00 to
4:00 p.m. Admission is free.

is $9, discount for students. Call
Kevin Kurtz at 756-3658 for more
information.

THEME

8 November- The Campus
Music Network continues its fall
concert series with 19 Reasons
and The Racketeers. Shows
begin at 9:00 p.m. at Club
Rendezvous. Admission is free.

27-28 October and 1-4 NovemberThe UPS Inside Theatre
presents Swords, Drunks, SO Lifes,
and Iambic Pentameter: Twelfth
Night directed by Geoff Proehl.
Evening performances are at 7:30
p.m. with a matinee on the 28th and
the 4th at 2:00 p.m. Tickets are $8
for general admission and $6 for
students. Matinee prices are $7 for
general admission and $5 for
students. Call 756-3555 for tickets
or more information.

MUSIC

IT

3 November The Jacobsen
Series welcomes pianist Tanya
Stambuk an assistant professor of
music. Performance will be held in
the Concert Hall at 7:30 p.m.
Tickets are $8 for general admission and $6 for seniors and
students.

25 October-22 NovemberKittredge Gallery will be opening a
new exhibit Wednesday. Ellen
Ziegler's sculptural installation and
Marit Berg's paintings will be
featured. Gallery hours are

4November: Just in case you
haven't heard... Sky Odes Mary
Sweet 75and Hovercraftwill be
playing at the Memorial Fieldhouse
this Saturday. General admission

C

Classifieds!
Trail advertising gets results.)

CRUISES HIP .JOBS!
Attention students! Earn $2000+
monthly. Part-time and full-time.
World Travel. Carribean, Hawaii.All
positions available. No experience
necessary. CALL (520) 505-3123.

FOR SALE
Electronics, sporting goods, computers, and more at below wholesale.
Daily specials sent to you on fax or fa
fax/modem. Call/fax 752-0744.

FREE ROOM & BOARD
Exchange room and board for lite
housekeeping and childcare. Minimum one academic year committment.
Call Bee at 925-5231. Ref. required.

HELP WANTED!
23 FULL OPENINGS! Payrate $10/
hour. Internships and scholarships
available. Flexible scheduling around
classes. Interview immediately. No experience necessary! Info:589-0340

KEEP YOUR SEX LIFE
SAFE AND PRIVATE
Free catalog of discreetly-packaged,
FDA-approved condoms (the latest
shapes, sizes, textures, degrees of sensation), lubricants, and spermicidal
contraceptives. Confidential.
The Sustainable Population
Project, Inc.
PO Box 95847
Seattle, WA
98145-2847

GOOD WEEKLY
INCOME

9 NOVEMBER 1995

presents the November Artist Talk
by Marit Berg. Lecture will be held
in Kittredge 111 at 4:00 p.m.
Admission is free.
7 November Tuesdays at Three
presents 'Writer's Block: Unleashing the Prose and Verse in You."
The English Department and the
Center for Writing and Learning
sponsor this talk which will be held
in the SUB 201 at 3:00 p.m.

,

non-members, $2 for students. For
more information call 272-4258.
12 October- open ended runState of the Arts Gallery features
watercolor paintings by Dodie
Hamilton and Lynn Guenard.
Museum hours are 10:00 a.m. to
5:30 p.m. Tues.-Fri., and 11:00-4:00
p.m. on Sat. For more information,
call (206) 705-0317.

LECTURES
3 November The Faculty
Women's Club hosts a preperformance lecture by Geoff
Proehl, Asst. Professor in
Communication and Theater Arts
and director of Twelfth Night. The
talk will begin at 6:45 p.m. and will
last until the play begins at 7:30
p.m. Tickets are $10, this includes
a donation to the club. Call 2726402 for more information.
5November- The Fall 1995
Cascade Topology Seminar
begins this weekend. These
lectures are hosted by the
Department of Mathematics and
Computer Science. For more
information contact Elly ClausMcGahan at 756-3570.
6 November Kittredge Gallery

THE
TRAIL

OFF CAMPUS
FILMS
3-9 November The Varsity
Theater in Seattle nears the end of
their exclusive series of films by
Satyajit Ray. Dev/wil be showing
this week. Tickets are $6.75. Call
(206) 632-3131 for showtimes.

IT
12 October - 3 March- Tacoma
Art Museum hosts a new exhibit:
Women's Rites: Robes from the
Late Oing Dynasty. Museum hours
ar Tues.-Sat. 10:00 a.m. to 5:00
p.m., Sun. noon-5:00 p.m., closed
on Mondays. Admission is free on
Tuesdays, all other days: $3 for

THEITHE
4 November-The Pantages
Theater hosts a new production of
Aloby ackat 1:00 p.m. and again
at 4:00 p.m. Tickets are $7, call
591-5894 for more information.
9 November- The Broadway
Center for the Performing Arts
presents Greater Tuna, an offbroadway comedy. Performance
will be showing at the Pantages
Theater at 7:30 p.m. Call 591-5894
for more information.
31 October-19 NovemberTacoma Actors Guild presents A
Doll House. Production will be at
the Theatre on the Square. Ticket
prices vary by date, call 272-2145
for more information.

the new

KUPS KU, VH

processing mail for national company!
Free supplies! Free postage! No
selling! Bonuses! Start immediately!
Genuine oppurtunity! Rush S.A.S.E.:
GMC, SUITE 216
1861 N. FEDERAL HWY
HOLLYWOOD, FL 33020

•

RAISE $$$
The Citibank fundraiser is here to help
you! Fast, easy, no risk or financial
obligation- Greeks, groups, clubs,
motivated individuals, call now.
Raise $500 in only one week.
(800)862-1982 ext. 33

AMERICAN BARTENDERS
* 1 or 2 week sessions
* a.m., p.m., & evening classes
* financing available
* free computerized national
job placement
* earn $100-$200 daily
* call (800) 455-EASY (3279)

FOR SALE
Cannondale mountain bike, M 800.
Manitou fork, grafton, fyncros,
& much more! Under 23 lbs.
$750 OBO. Call Scott 752-8433.

756-3278

FRIENDS
DON'T LET
FRIENDS
DRIVE
DRUNK.

2611 N. Proctor • 752-9500

featuring...
36 hours of in-class teaching
three fully proctored exams
additional help sessions
instructor -- Steven Klein
free application advising
Price -- $495

Call now for more information
on the LSAT, GRE or GMAT

RESEARCH
INFORMATION
Largest Library of information in U.S. all subjects

Order Catalog Today with Visa / MC or COD

ORDERING
HOT LINE

800-351-0222

or (310) 477-8226
Or, rush $2.00 to: Research Information
113221daho Ave.. # 206 A, Los Angeles, CA 90025

L=

BSI SS

. Nightly 7:00 Sat & Sun 4:30 and 7:00

Li

Adults: $3.00- Seniors and 16 & under:$2.001a

Next GRE Class begins October 16
Next GMAT Class begins November 21
Next LSAT Classes begin December 6 and 7
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A VISIT TO

The Chi

Chinese Tgadmons enliven Kilwogerb Chapel
A circle of curious faces surrounds a woman standing
motionless, wearing a peach-colored outfit and soft white
leather shoes. She closes her eyes, breathes slowly and
deliberately, and the motion begins. It looks so familiar to
me, though I've never seen this art so close before. I can see
the deliberation and perfection involved in her beautiful,
elaborate movements. There are no pauses, no quick
surprises with her hands as she balances and plants
her feet, pulling and pushing her arms gliding like
water toward and away from the circle of curious faces
around her. It is an art of motion, focusing not on its
performance and independent audience approval.
Instead its beauty lies only in the motion, only in the
slowing of time. Neither a dance nor an exercise, it
falls somewhere in between, uniting the aesthetics
of art with the ascetic discipline of physical exertion.
This hypnotizing woman is demonstrating the
ancient martial art Tai Chi. Her first routine is slow
and liquid, featuring her physical control and
gracefulness. Every muscle is taut and every bend
and sway of her limbs is precise and deliberate. She
does not stop moving or increase the speed of her
routine until she reaches a point toward the end,
where a quick punch startles those watching her.
At the end of her routine she stops and picks up a
long sword. Beginning another routine similar to
the first one, she approaches sections of the circle
around her as the onlookers back up nervously.

Me
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The Chinese Cultural Fair, held in the basement of
Kilworth Chapel, was vibrant with the energy of life.
The artists, along with a few of the patrons, wore
traditional costumes, splashing tiny whirlwinds of color
throughout the room. The hum of the crowd was
brightened by children and adults speaking in Chinese
all around the room. Against each wall, long tables were
covered with Chinese art. Across a few tables in one
corner was an array of Chinese food, such as Chow mein
noodles and stir-fry. At each of the display tables, visitors
were talking and learning about Chinese culture from
instructors of Chinese art and Chinese language.
On a stretch of tables against one wall was a display of
Chinese knotting. Ropes of brilliant colors were held in
charming shapes and beautiful designs by the strength of these
delicate knots. A young girl attracted by the bright colors
approached the display shyly; an elegantly dressed Chinese woman

took her aside and patiently
showed the girl how to make
a small bracelet from the $2
knot kits for sale. On the
white wall behind the
instructor were about a dozen
hanging figures of knots,
holding inside their intricacy
designs in brass and colorful
beads.
Along an adjacent wall, a
woman dressed in a beautiful, purple Chinese outfit
carefully brushed Chinese
calligraphy onto cut strips of
paper. She talked and laughed
in a friendly voice; though she
spoke in Chinese I felt like
laughing and talking with her.
Glancing occasionally at a
book, she finished one
customer's simple prize: a
bookmark of gray poster pa- PERFO
per tied at the top with strings
similar to the ones used by the
knotting artist. Another customer app
mark with a purple tie on it, and ask
that one. She wrote so quickly, so eas*
under the tiny brush held directly pen
as if they were already on the paper. Nc
a yellow satin outfit was showing a I
brush when performing Chinese lette
the Chinese letters faintly printed on
guide to students of Chinese, just lear
the daughter of the woman in yellow,
student tried to copy one particularly
Next to the calligrapher, a man was
with watercolors. He had in his left har
held tissue, and with his right hand
from the four or five brushes resting
every motion, his deliberateness and
attitude echoing that of the knotting ar
painter dragged a larger brush across th
watching him that the color on the ix
stroke, graceful and elegant.
Standing in the circle of curious face:
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S of all ages demonstrated their various talents at the Chinese Cultural Fair.

Ly and carefully painting
spray bottle and a loosely
:ted just the right brush
to the paper. I could see
Lion to precise detail, his
nd the Tai Chi artist. The
)er, and noted to someone
was created by one long
and the Tai Chi artist, I

could feel the energy of curiosity and patient demonstration as
conversations flowed between visitors and artists. At each table
was an art form so delicate, so beautiful, that people seemed
hypnotized watching. There was the same perfect and mesmerizing
beauty that I saw in watching the knotting artist, that I saw in the
calligrapher's brush strokes, and in the slow tea ceremony performed
in the far corner by a small, quiet woman for a small, quiet gathering
around her and her charming table setting. The deliberate movements
of Tai Chi entranced me as did the fluid dancing on the stage upstairs
and the long and precise brushstrokes of the watercolor artist.
What is the identity of a culture? What is the foundation we seek when we
talk about building a body of cultural diversity around us? Culture is visible
and invisible; it is just as strong In the minds and hearts of its people as it is
beautiful to the eyes of everyone who sees it. Culture rests in the skills of the
artists and lives as the art itself. I saw the intricacy of Chinese culture as it is
grounded in the beauty and delicacy of its art, its calligraphy, its music and
dancing, and especially in the liquid movements of Tai Chi, unifying yin and
yang in its perfection. The woman demonstrating Tai Chi stated, "Practice
shadow boxing every day, and you will live to be ninety-nine." Take pride in
the beauty of a culture, and it will live for many generations.
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Soccer season finishes with victory, tie
BY CHARLOTTE BLISS
Ls ports Ektor
Women's soccer rounded out the
1995 season this week with a victory Wednesday over Evergreen
State and a tie with Central Washington on Sunday.
Coming from behind to defeat the
Evergreen Geo Ducks 3-2, the Loggers earned their first confernece
victory of the season.
Though the Loggers were trailing
0-2 at half-time, three unanswered
goals in the second half sent Evergreen State home without a victory
to boast about. Freshman Sarah
Anderson hit the field and within
two minutes had scored UPS' first
goal of the game.
Seventeen-year-old freshman Erin
Pheil soon got into the groove as she,
in the 70th minute, scored a header
off an assist from Natalie Tanner.
The game winning goal for the
Loggers came in the 80th minute of
play as Pheil scored off a cross pass
from Jamie Tilotta.
Pheil was awarded the Dande Tro-

phy Company Athlete of the Week
award for her excellence in Wednesday afternoon's game versus Evergreen State. Goalkeeper Jen Mark
held the Geo Ducks scoreless in the
second half, saving four shots for the
Loggers.
Sunday's match-up against Central Washington University was the
last home game for seniors Alison
Moser and Jennifer Snowden. All
other members of the team will return next season.
The game ended in a draw with
both teams remaining scoreless.
Goalkeepers Mark and Gayle Baker
combined efforts to shutout Central;
Baker has 12 saves for the Loggers.
Sophomore Chris "Flash" Giwald
was among the plethora of spectators that attended Sunday
afternoon's game.
"I came even though I knew there
wouldn't be a keg of beer, " he said.
"That's how much I love UPS
women's soccer."
The Loggers finished 1-7-2 in
PNWAC conference play and 4-123 overall.

Foosball craze
strikes campus
BY MIKE FARMER
,Skif biter
Forget about tennis, racquetball,
and snooker, there's a new game in
town and it's really hot. Well, it's not
really all that new, but it is one of
the most addicting games out there;
Foosball.
Yes, good old table soccer (football to you Europeans) is a game that
is highly recommended for anyone
with time to spare. Lots of time to
spare. This game has a way of sucking you in. One puff of this stuff, and
you're hooked for life. For the uninitiated there are some tricks such
as varying rules and tables.
The most important bit o' info is
the table itself. They come in varying sizes and speeds with the higher
end tables being the faster, larger and
more enjoyable to play on. The basic layout is that each side has four
separate groups to control. There is
the goalie, the last line of defense.
The goalie can be one man, or on
some tables there are three men
guarding a slightly larger goal. Right
in front of that is the equivalent of
fullbacks. Once again, depending on
the table, there can be two or three.
On a table with three men guarding
the "net", there are usually two men
playing fullback. For a lone goalie
there are usually three fullbacks. The
next group is the five man. Now according to one of my house mates,
this is the most important group, I
tend to disagree, but they are important nonetheless. They are the first
players to come in contact with the
ball when it is played. Using these

players you can hopefully pass the
ball up to your three man offense.
These three men are the goal scorers the majority of the time.
Rules: They depend on who's
table you are playing on and the type
of table. Normally there are what is
known as house rules. These are the
rules the owners of the table decide
to play with. At some houses, you
can score with your five man. At others, this rule is disdained for not being able to score with the five man.
On our house table, if you scored
with the lone goalie, it counted as
two points. There are some rules
which seem to be universal. The
most important is to not "spin" the
players. This is where you just take
a pull and let go while those players
spin a couple hundred times. This is
a faux paus as this can warp the
metal bars which the men are attached to. Another common rule is
banking. If you are going to "bank"
a shot off of the sides of the table
you need to call it first. Above all
else never spill beer.... er... carbonated beverages on the table. This
causes a sticky mess and makes the
owners more than a little displeased.
That is about all anyone needs to
know to get started at the next party
with a foosball table. It will take a
while to master such tricks as the
"push" or the "pull" but what sport
of kings doesn't take practice? The
most important thing to remember
is that it will draw you in. So if you
ever realize one evening that it is 3
in the morning and that you have yet
to study for the organic test the next
day... I told you so.

Last Week's Answer:
The Seattle Mariners
still hold the worst
winning percentage of
any Major League team.

Question:
When Jerry Rice broke the record for most
recieving yards recently, whose record did he
break?

Answers in next week's Trail
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Soccer players
take Athlete of
Week honors
Both the women's and men's soccer teams ended their seasons on
successful notes this week and consequently senior Jason Alexander
and freshman Erin Pheil have been
awarded the Athlete of the Week by
the Dande Trophy Company.
Alexander, a senior from Yakima,

scored two goals in the final three
games of the year as the Loggers tied
Central Washington and defeated
both Pacific Christian College and
United States International U.
Pheil, a freshman from San
Mateo, CA, scored two goals and
added an assist in the Loggers' 3-2
season-ending victory over Central
Washington.
—Micah Rice

Men's soccer
caps season
with victories
The men's soccer team added
some variety to their schedule as
they traveled to California and took
wins from Pacific Christian College

The members of the
Student Health Awareness Club would like to
thank those who participated In
National Collegiate Alcohol Awareness Week
by sharing their personal experiences on
"The Wall
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and United States International University.
Pacific Christian College, on Oct.
27, was a game dominated by the
Loggers even though the final score
stood at 1-0. The Loggers held their
opponent to zero shots on goal for
the game. Senior Jason Alexander
scored the games only goal on a pass
from sophomore Cort Beldin with
just one minute remaining.
Instead of waiting until the last
minute, the Loggers scored the winning goal in the first minute of a 1-0
victory over United States International U. on Oct. 29. Goalie Benjy
Meyers posted his second consecutive shutout as the Logger defense
did not give up a goal in the final
250 minutes of the season. The back
to back wins in California moved the
Loggers' overall record to 8-10-2 for

the year.
The successful road trip was a
high note to go out on for seniors
Alexander, Meyers, Derrek Mills,
Chris Mackay and Jake McTigue.
The Loggers will return eight starters for next year.
—Micah Rice

The Loggers remain the number
one ranked team in the Northwest
Regional Poll and second in the
NAIA National Poll behind Brigham
Young Hawaii.
—Charlotte Bliss

In his tenth year as head coach of
UPS volleyball, Coach Robert Kim
is fast approaching his 400th career
victory. With a current lifetime
record of 397-121, Kim is likely to
eclipse 400 wins this week, with the
match against St. Martin's on Nov.1
and this weekend's tournament at
Seattle Pacific.

Despite a 32-7 lead, the Loggers
were defeated 32-42 on Saturday
after the Willamette University
Bearcats attacked and scored 35 unanswered points.
This Saturday's game against
Whitworth College should be more
of a crowd-pleaser.
—Charlotte Bliss

Bearcats defeat
Kim approaches Loggers in
400th career win heartbreaker

Two Dollar
Tuesdays!

817 DIVISION AVE. SUITE C
TACOMA, WA 98403
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PH: (206) 593-0134
FAX: (206) 593-4571
Write for a catalog / We also do mailorder

CALL

759-5711 And Get One of our Terrific Deals
Below Delivered in 30 Min. or Less - In Fact,
You Could Even Call

NAKE D
$4.63

$5.56

Med 1 Rem
Pizza
Plus
1
Free Coke

Large 1 Item
Pizza

PIZZA
TiME.

Plus
2
Free Coke

759-5711
Open Late Every Night
24Hours on
Friday and Saturday

Restaurant csBrewety

$100 Imperial /''Hi ts every Tuesday
We offer an excellent selection of our own
E9 and Powerhouse beers for $2.00 and
all other draft beers for $2.50.

The best deal in town for 20 oz. microbrews!
61111. Pine 12061272-3435 must be over 21 w//D.
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BY MICAH RICE
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Providing yet another opportunity
for anxious students to expend competitive energy during the cold days
of Fall, the Fall II Intramural season
is underway with basketball and indoor soccer on the schedule.
Twenty-four men's basketball
teams have enrolled this season and
are divided into three leagues of
eight, with an additional coed league
containing five teams. Six teams
have registered for men's soccer
along with seven teams in the coed
Men's Basketball
A League
Short Bus
The Freshmen
Exfoliated Bones
Beta
EWING
EN
Audie Grahm
EAE
B Green League
Short Bus
Mala In Se

indoor soccer league. All teams will
play a maximum of two games per
week through November with the
season culminating with the championships on Dec. 6.
Most players cite the need to exert energy as the main reason for participating in intramurals.
"I do it just to work up a sweat
and get running," said George
Bonini, who manages the Mala In
Se team.
"I'm not good enough to play on
the varsity level, but it's still fun to
get out and run a little," said sophomore Christian Lindmark.

Beta
Alternatives Dispute
Hung Jury
Hidero-Bros
Lair of the Snake
Shirts
B Gold League
Idaho Thrills
Slam Drunks
E-8
Caped Avengers
The Basketball Team
EX

As always team names are original and entertaining. Along with the
standard fraternity titles and names
representing classes or clubs, this
season also boasts such teams as
"The Bucketheads," "Lair of the
Snake" and "Short Bus." However,
judging by name only, one of the
most intriguing matchups in basketball would occur if the "Slam
Drunks" were to go against "Exfoliated Bones."
Sign ups begins Dec. 4 for the
Winter season, which offers basketball, three-point shooting, tennis and
walleyball.

I Remember Louis

Coed Basketball
Imua
A/Lineators
Sigma Phi
The Bucketheads
The Rookies

Men's Indoor Soccer
Goalastics
Team
Minniesota Bucks

a31,11 1.[E31141

Basketball, soccer kick off new season

TEAM takes on the Minniesota Bucks in indoor soccer,

EAE
HUI
Union Boys

Coed Indoor Soccer
OT/PT
Baggio Magic
HUI
Gamma Nu
Na All'i
The Kickers
Late Mistake

JUT
Oldest Fitton Store in Tacoma
Also visit our downtown location • 1950 Pacific Ave.
Across from The Union Station • 627-5324

LOWEST PRICES
IN TOWN!
EVERYTHING
ON SALE!

OPEN 7 DAYS!

HIGHEST
SELECTION!

HIGHEST
QUALITY!

'Uptown Quality
at Downtown Prices"

JUST FUTONS

tr.

Napoleon's Styling Salon

GRAND
OPENING
SALE!

Walk-ins accepted/Appointments available

z0

'14

Good for $1 off regular $llhaircut & style
8104 6th Ave. (6th & Alder) 759-8586

See our new Showroom!
8202 So. Tacoma Way
580-1558 • Next to III
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people?
Statistical analysis will reveal 15
to 30 sexual asaults will happen on
this campus a year (actually 12 to
25 during the actual nine months
we're here), and traditionally zero to
two are reported. Anecdotal evidence says sexual assault and harassment are prevalent on this campus
and no one feels responsible for reporting it to University-owned facilities and staff.
Lastly, there are already sexual
assault counselors available to students, staff, and faculty by calling
474-7273 or 1-800-756-7273. These
counselors guarantee their confidentiality, provide them with references
to medical, legal, and therapy resources and provide advocacy after
the assault, during a subsequent rape
forensic exam available at any Pierce
County hospital, paid for by the
Crime Victim's Compensation if the
victim reports the crime within 72
hours of the rape, even if the victim
has showered, bathed, washed,
brushed their teeth, rinsed their
mouth, or has eaten (the clothes in
suspect identification are very important); during a police/detective's
interview, or any subsequent legal
proceedings including defense interviews and testifying in court.
While theoretically a student
group could provide these services,
realistically there is nothing holding
the group accountable to the needs
of the victims. The non-profit groups
who specialize in sexual assault issues are held to the organization to:
one, maintain confidentiality; and
secondly, to serve the needs of the
victims. If there is anyone who wants
to counsel or provide advocacy for
sexual assault victims, then they can
volunteer at the Sexual Assault Crisis Center of Pierce County (5976424), and if anyone has been a victim of sexual assault or has any questions regarding sexual assault issues,
they can call the hotline at 474-7273
or 1-800-756-7273.
While calling outside organizations for help with sexual assault issues makes administrators uncomfortable, it makes victims feel much
more comfortable calling on an organization dedicated to serving their
needs. If at the risk of empowering
the victims of sexual assault more
reports come forward, then great.
I certainly encourage the
Women's Groups' efforts to educate
fraternity groups, but I would encourage them to push for them to

Rape counseling not
suited for student groups
Letter to the Trail:
This is an open letter to the University of Puget Sound Community
concerning Robin Buckmiller's
news story on Women's Voices' demands for an education of fraternities on rape and training student rape
counselors to deal with sexual assault issues. While more sexual assault education is desperately
needed, I question the validity of student rape counselors counseling a
rape victim. Running rape prevention seminars is wonderful, but a student group should not be counseling rape victims.
There are three reasons why: first,
the women's group would by its very
interest focus on women's sexual
assault and ignore the sexual assault
and harassment of men. Second,
who would train these student counselors? Third, confidential advocates
are already available to students.
If the women's group were to organize student counselors, I would
envision they would be offering their
services to women and would not
address the issue of sexual assault
on men. While you may say that
most sexual assaults happen to
women, you may be right; statistics
say that while female rape reporting
rates range from one in five to one
in twenty, male rapes are one in fifty
to one in two hundred. But more importantly, the emphasis on women
tends to emphasize sexual assault as
an act of sex rather than an act of
violence.
Secondly, if these student rape
counselors are run from a University-owned facility then there is a
conflict of interest; a serious conflict
of interest.
The University has an image to
protect, which it has consistently
shown to consider more important
than the welfare of its students. Do I
need mention that a Pierce County
Superior Court jury found the University violated its own faculty code
when it attempted to force Harmon
Ziegler to resign rather than admit
that sexual harassment is a problem
on this campus for far too many

broaden their focus of education on
these issues to staff, faculty, independents, sororities and administrators.
Sincerely,
Jay Banks

Internet improvements
coming to campus soon
To the Editor,
The Staff Editorial in the October
26 issue of the Trail expressed several concerns about the use of the
VAX computer system at UPS. The
writer also said that some improvements in access to the Internet are
badly needed (the writer is correct
in this). As the person responsible
for all of these services, I want to
respond to those concerns and outline some improvements that are
now in development and will soon
be implemented.
Most students use the VAX only
for electronic mail, but some also use
it for class assignments in programming, statistical analysis, and other
courses that require use of a large
timesharing system. And there's the
problem; people share the computer
and it only has so much capacity. If
we allowed more than 40 simultaneous users, performance would deteriorate to truly unacceptable levels.
There are some options, though.
We are encouraging people to use
Eudora, an email client package, instead of VAX mail. Eudora has some
advantages. Email comes to the PC
or Mac on which you run it, and is
stored on your Eudora floppy disk.
When you read or send mail with
Eudora, you do not have to login to
the VAX, and your email session is
not counted against the 40-user limit.
We are also going to move all email
service off the VAX and onto a new
mail server system over the next few
months, and everyone will eventually need to use Eudora. To get a
copy of Eudora, and documentation
on how to use it, take a blank 3.5inch high-density floppy disk to any
general computer lab in Howarth or
McIntyre and ask the student consultant to put Eudora on the disk for
you, or to show you how to do it.
It's really quite easy to use, for both
Macintosh and Windows systems.
The editorial also mentioned the
extra "phone jacks" in the residence
hall rooms. These are actually new
jacks that will be connection points

to the campus network. They will be
fully activated by Fall, 1996. Students with their own computers will
be able to have direct Internet and
campus network access from their
rooms. The details of the program
are near completion. Installation of
connections in other on-campus
housing is a problem, though, because of the difficulty and expense
of laying new cable to each house.
We are exploring alternatives.
For people who must connect to
the campus with a modem and a
phone line, we will soon be providing a service that will support a
dialup connection to the network
using a Point-to-Point Protocol
(PPP). A PPP connection over a
phone line, while slower than a direct network connection, provides
the same kind of service. One can
use Eudora for email, Netscape for
Web browsing, and a newsreader for
newsgroups. Details about PPP service will be available in a few weeks,
after new modems are installed and
tested.
In summary, significant changes
are on the way. I ask your patience
for a while longer as we implement
these services and plan new ones. If
you have questions, or concerns to
voice, please contact me. My telephone number is 1497, and my email
address is rellis@ups.edu .
W. Raney Ellis, III
Associate Vice President for Information Systems

Student supports Trail
articles, Combat Zone
Dear Editor,
Lately I have noticed a lot of complaints concerning material in the
Trail, such as the opposition to the
"I'm Glad I'm a Man, Man" which
was in the Combat Zone section, and
to the beer article that showed up on
the front page. First of all, the Combat Zone is a satiric section and is
not to be confused with the opinions
of the Trail staff or other people at
the University. Not to say that you
don't have to agree with it, but just
don't take it so damn seriously. Now,
to address the beer article
issue...does the Trail have such an
overwhelming influence on your life
that it really matters that much to
you? So what if there was an article
on beer selection that appeared on
the front page! Yes, and maybe to

your astonishment there are people
who attend this school that do drink
beer (not to say that everyone does,
though). I also would like to know
what is so unethical and outrageous
with the thought that people do sit
around and have a few drinks? For
some people this article could have
been very helpful. Furthermore,
what was wrong with it being on the
front page? Are you too embarrassed
to be affiliated with a university
where people drink? Well, I'm sorry
but you are probably going to run
into this phenomenon just about everywhere, so get used to it.
Not every article is going to suit
the tastes or pertain to everyone at
this university. But please, if you're
one of the ones that it doesn't pertain to, suck it up and get over it.
Just be glad we have the right in this
country to say what we do.
Nicole Robinson

Student defends Trail's
use of freedom of speech
Dear Editor,
I was reading a letter to the editor
in last week's Trail which was written about concerns about the tastelessness of the Combat Zone, or
more specifically, the poem about
how great it was to be a man. The
author of the letter stated that the
Combat Zone was tasteless and offensive, and downright ruining our
reputation as a university. Personally, I was beside myself with laughter at that partiucular Combat Zone,
and I have sent several copies to my
friends across the nation.
Still, this is not an issue of
anyone's lack of a sense of humor. I
have no problem if people didn't
think it was funny; that is their personal opinion and they have just as
much right to believe it as I have to
believe in what I want. What I have
a problem with is when people state
that, "...not all opinions deserve to
be printed." Excuse me, but didn't
the Trail print your opinion?
This is America, and we are
founded on the principle of the freedom of speech. Sure, there a lot of
people out there that say really nasty,
evil, malicious things intended to
hurt people, and they have the right

see LETTERS page 14
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If you could go
back to the '80s,
what year would
you choose and
why?

4
0
0.

"83 because my brother was
born on my sixth birthday and
it was pretty cool."
—Monica Horn

"'87 because I was in the
seventh grade."
—Brandon Mitsuda

"'80 because my brother was
born in 1980 and he's my best
friend."
—Ali Frochen

"89 because it had better
music."
—Deva Brandeburg
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False environment of Rumors spark wrong
security proves scary image of fraternities
As the end of Parent's Weekend
drew to a close and families and
students said good-bye to each
other, many UPS parents probably
left the campus feeling comfortable
that they were leaving their students in a safe environment. The
well-kept grounds of the campus
and the good character of its students work to deceive parents the
same way they deceive students.
The University's Victorian, fairy
c

st'. it,
CAitort4C
tale-like appearance, especially
when compared to surrounding
Tacoma, creates a false sense of
security that leads to crimes that are
preventable. Although UPS is a
relatively safe campus, it is in the
middle of an industrial city and
precautions need to be taken to
keep criminal activity low.
The dorms and individual dorm
rooms, according to UPS, are safe
and secure. However, dorm windows, which contain a chain and
two interior locks, can easily be
opened from the outside. The
length of the chain allows a prospective thief (or a student who is
locked out of his or her room) to
slip his hand inside the window and
unhook the chain and then open the
window. This can easily be accomplished with basement rooms that
have windows that are often concealed by bushes.
The key system in the dorms is
also waiting for an intruder to take
advantage of it. Ina dorm with 120
inhabitants, there are also 120 plus
keys floating around. If a student
loses his keys, an intruder can easily have copies made before it is
even discovered that the keys are
missing. Once copies are made
they could be used for months to
enter unsuspecting students'
rooms.
It is surprising that a university
that remodels its dorms as often as
UPS does, has not changed to the
computerized system that so many
other universities have. In this
method of security, a coded card
(that cannot be replicated) opens

LETTERS from page 13
to say them as defined by our constitution. If you take away their right,
you take away your own right to say
ON
0\ anything. Censorship is wrong, and
e--1
thank goodness that it does not ex,_, ist m this country.
ci.)
..ti The Combat Zone is written to
E make people laugh, and that is its
8 sole purpose. If people go through
4 life reading too far into things, how
can they ever fmd themselves laughing? People these days are afraid to
say anything at all because they are
scared of offending people. The po"
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both outside and inside doors the
same way that a computer in the
Wheelock Center subtracts points
from meal cards.
Of course, before new methods
of securing windows and doors can
even be discussed, students need
to do their part in keeping their
property safe. The majority of students in dorms do not keep their
windows shut or doors locked. The
unpredictable and ever-changing
heating system requires dorm windows to be left open during the day
and sometimes at night. There is
nothing stopping thieves from
walking onto campus and entering
rooms through windows, taking
what they can in a minute or two,
and leaving before anything is noticed
Dorms can also be entered easily, especially in the morning when
there are few people in the halls.
Rooms that are left unlocked are
waiting targets for money, stereo,
computer or cappuccino-maker
thefts. People living in Tacoma
don't leave their doors unlocked
when they leave their houses, sy
why do students leave their dorm
rooms unlocked?
The maintenance and security
people also have access to all the
dorms and rooms, any time of day.
University policy is that dorm
rooms cannot be entered without
the permission of the occupant.
However, there is nothing stopping
one of these workers from entering a room in the absence of the
occupant other than trust. Trust
isn't enough when security of one's
self and personal property are concerned.
Although there are minor thefts
occurring regularly on campus,
that doesn't seem to be enough for
the University or students to be
more cautious about security. Will
it take the recently reported rapes
and attacks near campus for students to realize that there are criminals in the area, and that nothing
is stopping them from entering
campus?
Regardless of how it is accomplished, the easily-mended
breaches in security need to be
patched so that UPS will be as safe
as it appears.

litically correct thing is all an excuse
for peoples' own insecurities and
lack of self-esteem. Someone gets
their feelings hurt and then forgets
the old adage, "Sticks and stones
may break my bones, but names will
never harm me." Everyone has the
right to say what they want, just as
much as you have the right not to
listen and to ignore them.
As a female, I must say that I enjoyed the poem about being a man
in the Combat Zone very much.
Thank you.
Susan Fergason

BY MICHAEL FARMER

t4i1
Every year it happens without fail.
Someone decides to take some shots
at the Greek system; usually the
men's fraternities. People find it
rather easy to pin the blame for the
evils of the campus on those rowdy
guys on Union (and Alder now).
Fights, date rapes, drunken binges,
and all of those other crimes against
humanity are supposedly perpetrated
every evening in the oh-so secretive
and exclusive fraternities. "Buy your
friends, go Greek" is the mantra repeated daily. Well, I thought I might
take a little time out to explain that
fraternities are not about raping
drunk women and jeering at unfortunate females while they take "The
Walk of Shame" as some would like
to have you believe.
One of the biggest mistakes
people make upon seeing the cryptic symbols on a few houses on
Union and a trio on Alder is that most
fraternities at this school bear little
resemblance to their brother fraternities at the large state schools. In
fact, in many cases, the only resemblance at all are the symbols and a
few rituals.
It is true that at a lot of the larger
state schools, you join a fraternity
because otherwise it is difficult to
meet other people. Talking to the girl
sitting across from you in Professor
Sousa's Politics class is one thing.
Attempting to make eye contact with
someone in a lecture hall of 600
freshman students is entirely another. With this decreased reliance
on any certain fraternity for your
base of friends comes an almost non-
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existent tension level between fraternities. During a visit to a friend's
school last year I was warned not to
wear my letters while at his fraternity, as some members of his
"house" would probably throw me
out on sight. That sort of thing is
unheard of here.
Another mistake people make is
assuming that all the fraternities do
is drink cheap beer and break things.
We drink very good beer. Actually,
a lot of us don't have much time for
the wild and crazy life portrayed by
the movie "Animal House." Members of the Greek system keep themselves busy in numerous ways.
Some of are involved in ASUPS. In
fact, the president, vice president,
and several of the senators are
Greek. The student media, such as
KUPS, the Trail, CrossCurrents, and
Campus Music Network are all either run by members of the Greek
system, or have several members of
that system involved in them. The
Passages and Preludes experience,
which the administration is so fond
of, absolutely relies on members of
the Greek system for leadership and
participation.
The Greek system is not Reagan's
famed "Evil Empire." We are not
complete drunkards, and we do not
all gather in front of our houses on
weekend mornings to participate in
some "Walk of Shame" ritual. So
when someone does start off with,
"Do you know what happened at the
frat party I went to this weekend?"
understand that what you are about
to hear probably has no basis in fact.
It is just another date-rape walk o'
shame rumor that seems to endlessly
circulate on this small campus.
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The Trail is published weekly by

the Associated Students of the
University of Puget Sound.
Opinions and advertisements do
not necessarily reflect the view
of the Associated Students, the
University or its Board of
Trustees. Staff Editorials are the
opinion of the majority of the
core staff. Articles in the
Opinions section are printed at
the discretion of the Opinions
Editor and do not necessarily
reflect the views of this
newspaper. The Trail reserves
the right not to print letters over
two hundred words and to edit
any letters printed. All letters
must have a signature and a
phone number and are due no
later than Mondays at Noon.

Anonymous letters will not be
printed. Letters may be sent to:
The Trail,
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From 1984

In honor of Homecoming,
the Combat Zone has
gone back to the '80s.
This week we provide you
with a glimpse of humor
from the past.
—C. Zone Editors

TAMANAWAS!--What does it really mean? Who knows? We sure don't!
?lease contact us if anyone happens to tell you.--Tamanawas office.
CIRCLE E-Y--There will he an important meeting tonight at 7:30.
Bring your gloves.
WE NEED DEAD CATS!--Call Amy at the Riology Office, or ^ick
Grimwood.
•LOOSING FOR A ROMMATE?--Young, attractive female with an exotic Polynesian "pet" seeks roommate with same.

Write Your
Oven Zone

PROSTHETIC SOAP PICT:ING-UP DEVICES available for a small fee
from OT Dept. Fraternity members call X4422.
ACHEIVING MINIMUM SOCIAL comp7TErcr SEMINAR will he 7iven next
Thursday in the upstairs SUB. ALL independents are :q:7ongly
urged to attend.

From 1983

CAMPUS FILMS PRESENTS:"STAYING ATJ\m" with Johnny Revolta.

It's Fun! It's Easy! It Makes
Enemies! Try It at Home!
The Rules are Simple:
1)Pick an especially sensitive
person or organization with
no sense of humor so they
will be sure to be angry.
2)Drink Gin.
3)Have a Sense of Humor
that appeals to about 130/0
of the campus.
4)There is no rule 4.
5)Drink Gin.

STUDENTS! --Have you become a lazy, blubbering shell of a human?
Do you lack MOTIwATION and DIRECTION in your college life? Do
you often find yourself dozing off during the daylight hours, or
mindlessly puttering back and forth across campus? If so, the
'Plant Dept. is in need of your skills. Call us...when you get
around to it.
FOUND: One old black spaniel .with a halter-type collar. PLEASE
disregard previous ransom demands and reclaim "Missy,"
MARI7,TE RECRUITI ,' Cr in SUB today. nue to recent manpower shortages in our overseas contingents, positions available for
heavy-equipment operators. We're still looking for a few gocv,
men. The few, the proud, the Marines.
COMPUTER SCIENCE DEPT. is now offering a new service to all
Phi Pelts; have your CPA recalculated into base two! ?on't
let those infinitesmals keep you out of grad school.

Thanks to the
Media Board
It wouldn't have
happened v:ithout you

a

The Trail staff would like to take
mmi
this space to express our gratitude for CO
the grand level of support given to us
by the Student Media Board and the
Media Advisor. Thanks to these people, the Trail has only had fourteen
editors quit this year. In the last year
of the Board of Student Communications, we had one editor quit. We're
so glad we've got the Student Media
Board for support!

From 1981
TRAIL ASTROLOGICAL FORECAST
Aquarius—Jan. 20 to Feb. 19
Excess energy abounds this week. Take advantage of it and strangle
a Beta. Everyone laughs at you as you walk down the street. Take care
of those little things that have been annoying you and behead your cat.
Pisces—Feb. 20 to March 20
You smell like dinosaur defecation. Nobody likes you. The boil on

ALL-MIG7T PHARMACY --We can take care of a 1 1 your
pharmaceutical ne•d. at a moment's notice. Call PHI ZAPPA NRAPPA
Conveniently located on Union Ave.
PHARMACEUTICAL.

nEIG11901T-100D

your face is already bigger than Cleveland--pop it with a sledge hammer.
Aries—March 21 to April 19
This week you will have a social life of a leper. Break away from the
usual routine and take a bath and brush your teeth.

r

GET YOUR OWN, PERSONALIZED
APOLOGY FROM THE TRAIL EDITOR
I, as Editor-in-Chief of the Puget Sound Trail, do hereby
formally

apologize

to

all

members

Taurus—April 20 to May 20
Most Taurans have the personality of a walnut. You will probably
contract gonorrhea this week.
Gemini—May 21 to June 21
Most people consider you an insipid, spineless reptilian, and have
the IQ of a Phi Delt.

From 1981
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Cancer—June 21 to July 22
You are a loser. There is no hope for you this week, or in the rest of
your crummy existence. Your cat will wake you up each morning at
three by peeing in your ear.
Leo—July 23 to Aug. 22
Leos are usually murdered. Nobody goes to their funerals because
nobody gives a shit.

Clip andSave !

(fill in name of organization)

for any statements made in the Combat Zone.

Virgo—Aug. 23 to Sept. 22

Let it be

Libra—Sept. 23 to Oct. 23

known that I am basically a nice guy and do not want any bodily

Libras have great intelligence and know how to use it by robbing
banks with bananas and kicking 6 foot 8 inch, 270 pound, black karate
instructors in the groin. Your life expectancy is 12 years.

injury to come to me, any member of my family, or any pets

Scorpio—Oct. 24 to Nov. 22
Scorpions have the brain of a nostril hair. Your grandmother will the
of spontaneous combustion this week.

4€
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that I may be keeping around my house.
Sincerely,

.MTSSES.2.,SUMillg,MM.24Anar

Virgos' love-making rituals resemble those of a bison. You have the
personality of a soap dish. A small soap dish.

Paul Stone

"A masturbate!"(He probably
means/masterpiece' -Ed.)
—John Morris, ASUPS VP

From 1981
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Sagittarius—Nov. 23 to Dec. 21
Most Sagittarians are dead or are seeking emotional assistance. Oh,
by the way, your kids have lice.
Capricorn—Dec. 22 to Jan. 19
Your best friends put Nair in your shorts. You have hemorrhoids.
Have a nice week.

"I mean masterpiece!" (See, I
was right. !-Ed.)
—John Morris, ASUPS Exec VP

Sometimes we're just tired and sad.
n

